




               
           

              
          

               
             

             
             

               
Warmaster community. They created the Warmaster Evolution ruleset written in 
French. We would love to use these rules, unfortunately none of us can speak or even 
read French. That is why we decided to create our own ruleset written in English so 
everyone from the worldwide community can use it. We named it Warmaster Revolution 
in respect of French rules. Unlike Warmaster Evolution, which is complete rewrite of 
WMA (plus Flyers and Magic), Warmaster Revolution is based on the structure of the 
original WM rules. 
   The main point of Warmaster Revolution is reinvigorating interest to an outdated but 
much-loved rule set by making changes to improve the player experience without 
sacrificing the distinctivness of the game's original system. Having assumed stewardship 
of this variant of Warmaster, the Warmaster Revolution Rules Committee consisting of a 
number of players form around the world seeks to honor this philosophy by continuing 
to maintain a balance between reform and conservation. 

Aleš and Warmaster Revolution Rules Committee

WARMASTER REVOLUTION v. 1.2
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Multitudes march to war. Innumerable bodies merge
into a single mass like insects beneath the eye of a
colossus. Columns stretching invisibly into the
distance twist their way along roads pounded to
dust beneath iron-shod feet. Before them lie the
border lands of the enemy, dark forests that
swallow armies as easily as a toad swallows a fly,
swelling rivers whose distant banks shimmer under
a hazy sun and finally, a wall of black-towered
fortresses whose serried battlements rise in stony
defiance of would-be conquerors.



Stone shatters with a crack like thunder and
broken towers tumble upon the crowds below.
Hundreds are crushed in a moment as a mass
of dark stone crashes to the ground but the
undiminished tide surges forwards, scrambling
over the ruins of the fortress wall. With a
thousand voices, the horde proclaims its
possession of the land it has won - a new
nation forged in battle to rule all others!
Through the smoke and ruin of destruction they
advance, an unstoppable army whose ranks spill
into the broad plain as effortlessly as a flood
tide. You look upon them with the unshakeable
pride of the indomitable Warmaster. 
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Truly it was said of him,
beyond count are his
warriors and beyond
measure his might.”

“

THE RULES
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INTRODUCING
WARMASTER
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GAME VALUES
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GAME SEQUENCE
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 or supporting friendly units

 combat

they are engaged in combat
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THE COMMAND

PHASE
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Closest Enemy Command Penalty

Up to 20cm -1
More than 20cm none
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MOVEMENT







Obvious examples include a huge canyon, a lake of 
lava,        

        
 

         
 

 

There are rules in the rulebook and army lists refering to 
some terrain features as dense terrain. Dense terrain 
imposes -1 Command penalty as described in the 
Command phase section (p15). Typical dense terrain 
featrues are woods, built-up areas and broken or marshy 
ground (for more detail see Advanced Terrain Rules p80)

Obvious esamples include a huge canyon, a lake of lava, 
especially large river, the ocean or an especially large 
river. These are unusual and entertaining features but 
don't really enter into the majority of games, so we won't 
concern ourselves with them any further. If you refer to 
the Optional rules section you'll find further examples fo 
rules for unusual terrain.
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SHOOTING PHASE
THE



        
 

         
          

Some units can see all round - they have 360 degree vision 
- and you will find this indicated in the unit's description 
(for example, Wolf Riders). This means when shooting at 
the enemy a line of sight can be drawn from any free 
edge of any stand in the unit. However, note that even a 
unit that can see all round cannot charge an enemy 
unless a line of sight can be drawn form a stand's front 
edge.
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  unless infantry charged

    their flank or rear when fighting to their front. 
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COMBAT PHASE
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1.       
        

      

 There is
one exception. In the case an infantry unit charge a
cavalry or chariot unit that is in irregular formation
or charge it into the flank or rear, the infantry unit
is permitted to pursue the retreating cavalry of
chariot unit in the round it charged.

2.

3.

4.       
       

     
wholly 

5.     flyers in the same
way infantry cannot pursue cavalry or chariots
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Visibility within woods (and other features described in 
Advanced Terrain Rules on p80) is restricted to 2cm for 
most purposes, but in the case of combatants we make an 
exception. If units are fighting inside a wood (or other 
features with restricted visibility) then potential pursuers 
are assumed to be able to see units that have retreated 
from the same combat. This represents the fact that 
combatants would actually move together without one 
side necessarily losing sight of the other as they retreat. 

in Terrain
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When a unit falls back, the player selects any one stand 
from the unit and moves it back. In this case, 'back' is 
defined as behind the line drawn across the line of 
contact with the enemy units. See Diagram 52.1 and 52.2. 
Other stands can then be moved into formation as 
convenient so long as they don not exceed their permitted 
move. They can be positioned forward of the line 
established of the first stand if desired. Note that the unit 
does not necessarily fall back towards its own base edge 
of its own friends - the 'back' position is worked out 
relative to the first stand moved. 
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END OF THE BATTLE



Lord Elodain grimaced in disgust as the stench of the foe drifted towards him on the wind. It was the dry

acrid odour of the tomb that haunted the air of the valley and made the steeds of the Elves stamp their

hooves and bite nervously upon their bits. The Elven Lord steadied Snowmane with a soothing word and the

horse quietened at once, such was the trust between rider and the mount he had raised from a foal in the land

of Ellyrion.

At his back a hundred riders waited for his command. He turned to watch as each steadied his own horse much

as he had done. They were the finest of the Elven cavalry. Each wore a coat of keenly wrought chain and over

this a breast plate embellished with all the marvellous skill of Elven craftsmanship. Upon his arm each bore a

tapering shield whose surface shone with Elven runes of wonderful delicacy. In a mailed glove each warrior carried

a long lance tipped with a deadly sparkling point. At his side each carried a long sword whose edge was keener

than any razor. Finally, each wore the tall helm for which they were named the Silver Helms, the pride of the

Elven kingdoms. 

Lord Elodain watched as the enemy’s tattered ranks stumbled down the valley, neither hurrying nor delaying, but

shuffling onwards as if directed clumsily by some malign will. He knew these were but corpse soldiers, ragged

bone and rotted cloth, blunted swords and crumbling shields. They were as nothing compared to the majesty of

the Elves – yet there were a great many, and they were utterly without fear.

As Lord Elodain watched the distant horde of the dead, a warrior reined his horse beside his own. It was Aeol,

one of the young Elves whose swift horses, keen eyes and exceptional riding skills had earned him the task of

scouting in advance of the army.

“My Lord, I see a messenger approaching from the east,” he announced as he pointed towards the distant hilltop

that marked the edge of the valley.

Lord Elodain strained to see the tiny dot that seemed hardly distinguishable from the jagged rocks and the battered

trees that struggled for life in that desolate place.

“Your eyes are keen indeed Aeol,” declared Elodain, “I see only dust rising from the ground.”

“That is the horde of dead riders that follows in his wake. He is flagging. I think his horse is lame for the

cadavers are gaining which otherwise they could never do.”

“Quickly, Aeol! Take a company of Silver Helms and save him, for he must be upon some vital errand to merit

such a dangerous ride.” But even as Elodain spoke a shadow passed over Aeol’s face and he spoke without hope.

“It is too late my Lord, even now they snap upon his heels, curse them!  He draws his bow and looses arrow

after arrow between their bony ribs but they are too many. He has but one arrow left. No wait! He turns towards

us and shoots! Now they are upon him.” With those words Aeol fell silent and Lord Elodain knew that the

valiant rider was no more. 

The Elves bowed their heads sorrowfully and mourned the loss of one so brave, wondering what message could

be so important that its bearer should die so horribly attempting to deliver it. Lord Elodain wondered also what

he should do – to advance or retreat, to move or stand his ground, for who could guess how the battle progressed

beyond the narrow confines of the valley. For all he knew the battle hung in the balance awaiting the critical

intervention of his warriors. But when? And where? 

With a soft thud the arrow landed a score of feet in front of Snowmane. It had been shot with the strength of

desperation and carried upon the air as far as any arrow ever flew. It fell harmlessly, its impetus exhausted, so

that even if it had struck naked flesh it would have stung no more than a twig thrown by an infant. It was a

white arrow fletched with the feathers of eagles and its shining point was polished to such a degree that it had

parted the sky as a scythe mows the tender grass of spring. Tied to its shaft and written upon the thinnest

parchment was the message.

Aeol dismounted at once and hurried to recover the arrow which he bore to Lord Elodain without hesitation.

The Elven Lord took it carefully, removed the parchment and in a moment all sign of doubt was cast from his

face. The Silver Helms would not be drawn into what he now understood to be an invidious trap. He knew the

enemy would be defeated thanks to the brave rider from the east. He looked upon the fine white arrow, the

polished tip and delicately feathered flight. 

“Take this Aeol,” he said as he presented the arrow to the young Elf. “It will make a fine tale to tell your great-

grand children one day when your eyes grow dim and your limbs are stiff with age. Treasure it in memory of

the rider whose courage once saved your life.”



“Remember, 
Oh Lord, that
we owe our

fortune to the
gods and our
misfortune to

ourselves alone.”
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 - major (units with 4 Hits only)
         - minor (units with 3 or 2 Hits only) . . . . . .30 pts

 
         

         
        

        
         

         
       

 - superior (units with 4+ Armour only). . . . 20
         - major (units with 5+ Armour only). . . . . . 15 pts
         - minor (units with 6+ Armour only). . . . . . 10 pts 
One shooting hit infilced on the unit after saves have been 
taken in each turn is ignored because the missiles are cast aside 
by the Banner of Steadfastness. This includes hits form magic 
spells inflicted in the Shooting phase. This effect lasts until the 
unit loses a stand. After the unit has lost a stand the banner has 
no further effect. 

  . . . . . . . . .15 pts
          

          
           

        
          

          
once again . Note that the player must roll all the dice again, 
including any that have scored hits, so it is possible to be very 
unfortunate and roll an even worse score! The Banner of 
Fortune works only once during the entire game.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
 
 

          
         

       
  

- superior (units with Armour 4+ only). . . .50 pts
 - major (units with Armour 5+ only). . . . . .30 pts

         - minor (units with Armour 6+ or 0 0nly) . 15 pts 
           

           
            

            
           

 

Magic Weapons (which are carried by a unit's leaderand 
which usually increase the unit's fighting power) and 
Devices of Power (which increase the leadership abilities 
of Generals, Wizards and Heroes).

        
     

      
 

Some banners have various ranks avilable only to units with 
specific values of Armour or Hits.
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  75 pts

40 pts
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  and must move second in the 

first turn

Artillery Line of Sight

Woods, Hills and Build-Up Areas block line of sight to artillery 
positioned on a hill.
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calculate the VP difference and  the result with  



 
 

       
 

        
        

         
         

 Place objectives at least 5cm 
from any dense terrain and at least 30cm from each 
other.

5  

2 forcing the enemy to withdraw

on your side of the table

on the enemy side of 
the table.

Victory Points are awarded not only for breaking the 
opponent but for holding the objectives during the 
game. Victory Points for holding an objective are scored 
if a non-confused unit is within 5cm of the objective 
while there is no enemy unit within 5cm of the same 
objective at the end of player's turn from 3rd turn on. 
Flyers cannot hold objectives however, they can contest 
them. Number of awarded points depends on where the 
objective lies.

Game ends when one player collects 10 Victory Points, 
one side withdraws or by random length.
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two his  
is 

touching the tower while there is no enemy unit 
touching the tower at the same time. 

5  

2 forcing  to withdraw

3

It is imoprtant who controls the tower no matter 
which side withdrew. From 3rd turn on, player will be 
awarded Victory  Points at the end of his turn if he 
controlls the tower. Amount of awarded points 
depends on folloging situation:

Game ends if one player collects 10 Victory Points, 
one side withdraws or by random length.
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 A Siege Tower is mounted on a special 
40 x 40 mm base.

        
 

        
 
 

          

All enemy shots against the unit are assumed to hit the 
Siege Tower because the troops are actually inside it. A 
Siege Tower and the unit inside it cannot be driven 
back by missile fire.



 
 
 

 
 Battering 

rams are based on a special base with a front edge of 40 
mm and flank edges of 60 mm.





deployed. 
Must be deployed before any other unit. Bombard has  
40x20 mm base facing the short edge to the fornt. 



befor
eany other unit and cannot move once it is deployed. 
Mangonel has  40x20 mm base facing the short edge to 
the fornt.
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ADV NCED CHARACTER  RULES 
These rules are based on an article from Warmag 15. The  are designe  for campaigns  can be  

 used in single battles. Their aim is to add some basic flavour and personality to your characters, but mo  
importantly it gives the player some additional tools to turn the probability of success 

  

LEADER PERSONALITIES 

Before each campaign or single game you 
assign a  personality trait to each of your 
Hero or Wizard    8 or 7. There 
are two ways of doing so – either  randomly or 
directly.  

Assigning traits directly is typical for single games. 
You simply decide wh  trait  assign to each of 
your eligible commander. However, when distributing  

traits this way, no trait can be taken more than once 
unless all traits have been used already.  

Assigning traits randomly is typical for campaigns. At 
the beginning of the campaig , roll a dice for each of 
your eligible commander  and consult the table 
below. Your General can change  
unsuitable traits (or commanders) later in the 
campaign (see below). 

1 – Expert Veteran:  The character may add +1 to his for one order per game. This must be declared before 
rolling. 

2 –  Leader/Wizard: This commander may re-roll one failed Command test or to cast roll per game  
eroes cannot use this trait when using Slann’s Divine Guidance either for 

Command test or casting. 

3 –  Stubborn Leader: A unit joined by this character is immune to terror. Furthermore   unit 
 retreat 1cm less than normal . This will not affect combat 

resolution, but may affect the bonus attacks an enemy unit gains for pursuit. 

4 – Champion :  Th  commander gets +1 Attack in combat and +1 to cast a
spell.
5 –  Rash and Impetuous: with this trait has +D3 Attacks in combat (roll at the begining of each combat 

phase)  must join friendly unit in combat  within 30cm of the character If there  more 
than one such unit  the owning player chose which the character join . 

commanding unit or brigade composed entirely of infantry units or monsters
. Cannot be used when ordering flying units. 



GENERAL’S ACTIVITIES 

Once the actual battle is engaged, the focus of the 
General is upon strat gy and altering his battle plan 
to counter the enemy’s activities. He must leave the 
battlefield performance of his army in the hands of 
others, and trust in the training, ability and morale 
of his men to carry them through in the roles he has  

planned for them. Nonetheless, the General’s 
activities immediately prior to the battle can have a 
dramatic impact upon the army, and can sometimes 
alter the course fot he battle. 

To represent this, cho se one of the following 
ctivities each battle  after terrain is 

set and sides decided  but before armies are 
deployed. 

Call a Council of War:  You may fire and replace one of the character personalities in your army. 
This is obviously 

useful only in campaigns. 

Consulting the Omens: The army counts it’s Break Point one point greater than the number of units would 
indicate (half point greater in case of Bretonnia army).  

Sacrifice to the Gods: General may re-roll one failed order but the re-roll counts as if he had a Command 
value of 8 and count all the command penalties that would apply on the original failed order. Note that the 
previously failed roll is disregarded so it doesn’t count as a penalty. If the re-roll is successful the General can 
continue issuing orders.  

Study the Maps: 

Survey the Battlefield:   You can move one terrain piece anywhere on the table you want it. If both Generals 
have this trait roll of  who goes first. Alternatively, if you are using Scouting Optional Rules, the player with 
higher score chooses who moves the terrain first. 

 

GENERAL’S ABILITIES 

In most critical situation  General  
try to  all his efforts to avert 

There 

are two abilities a General can use in such 
situationst.  Each of th  bilit es can be used 
once per game. 

One Hero or Wizard within 30cm of  General can re-roll failed order. 

One friendly unit within 30cm of  General  re-roll all dice  either one to-hit roll or 

armour roll. 
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